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F R E N C H
Checkpoint C

▲ understand standard
speech 

▲ discuss range of topics 

▲ use range of idioms 

▲ model spoken language 

LOTE

1
LOTE

2

V
illage Francophone is a six-week unit in which students work together to create their

own French-speaking village in the classroom. The impetus for creating this unit is

The Game of Village, Inc., an educational program and summer camp that originated

in Nelson, New Hampshire. As adapted for a high school Intermediate French classroom,

Village Francophone retains some of the core principles of The Game of Village, while recognizing

that a project designed for middle students in the woods and fields of New Hampshire must

be modified somewhat. The original version includes building miniature houses, claiming

and developing land (homesteading), and making small dolls, activities that may not be

appropriate.

Village Francophone

Jane W. Shuffelton

Brighton Central Schools

Brighton High School

1150 Winton Road South

Rochester, NY 14618

(716) 242-5000

S h u f f e l t o n @ a o l . c o m

Grade 11
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This is a learner-centered activity
with a creative opportunity to
explore an imaginative community
and to practice the skills of working
together in a civil society.  

I never realized how hard it is
for people with different
points of view to work
together and how  much work
it is to make a society work.

Student
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Francophone Village 

A Game of Identity

Rules of the game

In this project we are going to create a village where we will live, govern, learn and discuss issues together. The
village will be made up of French speaking people, who have come from the countries of the French speaking
world.

To begin the game, you will need to create a new identity for yourself. You will choose for yourself aspects of
this new identity, such as:

• your name 
• the country you come from
• your age
• your profession
• your personal history
• your family

• You can create an individual identity by yourself, or as part of a family, working with a group.
• You will present your new identity orally. At that time you will be expected to answer questions about

yourself from the rest of the class.
• You will be prepared to give a complete description of yourself, and to answer all the questions that may

be asked.
• Before your oral presentation you may meet with a French teacher or the French assistant for practice.
• You may use cards for your presentation, but you may not read a complete text.
• Your oral presentation will be graded according to your French (pronunciation, vocabulary, grammar and

presentation).
• You will also do a written account of your new identity, as well as other assignments as the project pro-

gresses.
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Francophone Village 

Your New Identity

Some suggestions 
of additional features

Questions you will have to answer

first and last name

country of origin

city or village you come from

your age

your family

your profession (or student status)

sign of the zodiac

your education

your best quality

your flaws

your favorite pastime

your favorite music

a person you admire

your political point of view

your favorite food

what you like best

what you dislike

Why have you come to our village?

What is your ambition?

What has been the biggest adventure of your life so far?

Who would you like to meet?

Who is your best friend and why?

Where would you like to go and what would you like to see?

Are you married?

What problem in the world troubles you the most?

How did you get to our village?

What interests you the most?

What will you contribute to make the village a success?
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It is important that students see this project as a chance to make their own decisions, to be
involved in a real activity, and to be creative. It is not meant to be a research project , but a
chance to explore new possibilities. As such, it requires the teacher to risk what may seem like
an open-ended and unstructured activity without knowing what the outcome may be. It is also
critical to help students realize that they are still ‘learning French’ by doing the project when
they ask questions such as ‘How are you going to give us tests?’ or ‘What unit are we working
on?’ It is essential to help them see that learning French can be more than a series of lessons and
tests. In fact, the learning experience probably will work for teachers of varying classroom
styles, structured and less structured, provided the basic concept of letting the students feel
ownership of their own village and  freedom to design the project is on their terms, as long as it
is appropriate.  

The unit needs to begin with a detailed introduction of the concept. The teacher explains the
goals for students, discusses assessment, and clarifies procedures. She distributes information
on how to create and present a new identity. Boundaries of good taste and school policy are set.
The teacher as the village founder will establish limits as necessary and have a final veto on pro-
posals that violate basic good taste and/or school policy.

Throughout the lessons there are a number of homework assignments including:

■ proposals for village name, with a rationale

■ learning  vocabulary for government

■ map and explanation of village location including geographical features

■ description of the villager’s house

■ summary of commissions’ work.

Students make oral presentations of their new identities to begin the creation of the village. One
student is asked to be scribe for all information. Members of the class ask questions. When all
identities are complete one student compiles the information into a data base to distribute to all
members so that they can begin using everyone’s new name and profession.

The next step for students is to present proposals for the name of the village and its location.
They can include maps and other information. There is thorough class discussion in the target
language until the name and location of the village is agreed upon. The students divide into
‘commissions’ to work on aspects of community life that are important, such as government, the
economy, etc.

Each commission prepares an overhead or other symbol of their ongoing work to present their
specific report so that there is a thorough understanding of this fictional village and its people.
The students can draw up their own list of items to be included in the commission’s work or the
teacher may mandate them as follows:

■ government with a constitution

■ economy, currency, maybe tax structure

■ village layout complete with map

■ school system

■ municipal services

■ communications especially those involving major negotiations between villages.
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ASSESSMENT☛Assessment

Written assignments, compositions, reports, stories, Village legends, etc. will be graded
using the following criteria. Grades will not appear as discreet numbers, but as letters. You
will always have a chance to turn in a draft version of written work that is to be graded. Errors
will be underlined and noted as to type of error (vocabulary, spelling, gender agreement,
plural/singular, tense, verb or pronoun form, partitive). It will be your responsibility to make
corrections using your dictionary, textbook, etc. If you still have questions you may arrange to
meet with a French teacher to get help, but you will have to research your corrections yourself.

In the assessment rubric, each aspect of your writing will be considered of equal impor-
tance. You are not being graded on “content,” but on the quality and level of your French. It is
important that you write accurately, and also that you show evidence of advanced vocabulary
and more complex sentence structure appropriate to an Intermediate French level. You cannot
get a top grade by writing perfect French 2 material.

1. Vocabulary: 
accurate and appropriate 
evidence of advanced level, for example words relating to a woodcutter’s trade if that

is your new identity

2. Syntax and Structure: 
variety of syntax, beyond simple subject/verb/object sentences
evidence of ability to use complex sentence structure, such as “if’ sentences
relative clauses, subjunctive, passive voice, “when” sentences

3. Grammar and Orthography: 
accuracy in spelling and in orthographic features such as gender and number agree-

ment, pronoun and verb forms
ability to use more complex verb tenses, variety of tenses (future, imperfect, pluper-

fect)

4. Presentation: 
length, long enough to meet the requirements of the assignment, at least a page or

longer for longer assignments
organization and development
originality, creativity when appropriate. For example a willingness to write about an

unusual occupation or a really interesting village legend

Oral Reports

Presentations to the class/village should be made without reading a text. You may use a
few note cards or an outline, but you must speak naturally and make eye contact, not read
aloud. The assessment criteria include the following, in equal importance for each.

l. Pronunciation: 
good French pronunciation, attention to particular sounds such as “r”, “u” 
clear pronunciation so that it is understandable
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REFLECTION
It is critical to help students realize that they are ‘learning French’ by doing the project. Goals to
make this unit work better next time include: more written assignments including, if possible, a
self-directed grammar review as necessary. I noticed problems with prepositions before place
names and feel a review would be effective during the classwork.

Some teaching styles would require a more structured approach and this could be achieved by
including a predetermined list of village features and student work. This design requires the
teacher to risk what may seem like an open-ended and unstructured activity without knowing
what the outcome may be.

2. Intonation: 
French intonation, not “up-and-down” like American intonation
reasonably fluent, not pausing after each word
reasonable speed, not hesitant

3. Vocabulary: 
good word choice, understandable (use dictionary carefully so you don’t confuse new

words such as “upset-turn over” and “upset=distress”)

4. Grammar: 
reasonably accurate, correct verb forms and tenses, gender of nouns, partitive, etc.

5. Presentation: 
long enough, according to the assignment 
“live” sounding, not mechanical reading of a text or recitation of a memorized piece
organized, developed
able to discuss, develop, answer questions on topic
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F R E N C H
Checkpointc B&C

▲ understand significant
details 

▲ comprehend nuances 

▲ discuss range of topics 

▲ comprehend native text

▲ demonstrate sophisticated
knowledge

LOTE

1
LOTE

2

Le Retour de Martin
Guerre

Michelle Bloom

Guilderland Central Schools

Guilderland High School

School Road

Guilderland Center, NY 12085

(518) 861-8591

G U I L D . D O . m b l o o m @ m a i l . n e r i c . o r g

Grades 11-12

This learning experience calls upon students to
use both previously learned vocabulary and new
vocabulary to comprehend the dialog in an
authentic French film.  It is an effective late
Regents level or early first semester post-Regents
level classroom. 

The unit enables the teacher
to be the “guide on the side”
instead of the “sage on the
stage.”

Teacher
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Purpose:  Students view an authentic movie and react, write,
and discuss the events.

The students view the original French version of the movie, Le Retour de Martin Guerre, after
which they read the script of the movie. Each day the viewing consists of short 10-20 minute
segments followed by students writing answers to both written and aural comprehension ques-
tions. Throughout the days of viewing, students write in French in their personal journals about
their reactions. The culminating activity is the student preparation of a mock trial of the main
character.
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Students work in cooperative learning groups to prepare their ‘cases’ with the ongoing help of
the teacher. The groups are structured so that all students must contribute to the group in order
for the group to be successful. During their actual mock trial they are encouraged to speak
extemporaneously; however, some of the students need and are permitted to use their notes.  

ASSESSMENT
During the cooperative learning sessions, the teacher monitors the students and observes their
use of the language. One of the group activities is in a game format. The scores of each student
permit the teacher to monitor progress. During the trial (which is videotaped) a simple rubric is
used to assess their performance.

REFLECTION
Students have already learned about 16th century Europe in their social studies classes.  This
activity helps them to make connections to that period and also to think about the system of jus-
tice in France, their own and other countries.

☛Assessment
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Possible modifications:  The less able learners
could be permitted to view the video in advance
using the subtitles to enhance their comprehension.
Their second viewing without the subtitles might
result in higher levels of comprehension under those
circumstances.


